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The Weather
Forced to shy away from premature thoughts of Santa Cruz,
the weather prophet says today
Will be cooler with possible
cloudiness. Yesterday’s high was
77.!, with a low of 43. tildes were
crystal clear.
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The Spartan Daily now has
two extension telephones. Persons wishing to contact the editorial department should dial
210. The advertising department may be reached by dialing
211.

ASB Council Appoints
Mosher Rally Chairman
ByBILLONAMBERS
Acting on recommendations from the rally committee, the
Student Council appointed Ed Mosher chairman of the rally committee at the Student Council meeting Tuesday afternoon in the
Student Union.
ASB President Don Schaeffer. announced_ that two delegates,
- one for finance and one for public-

Aquabelles
Swim in ’Western
Splash -up’ Show

.1 small crowd braNed the early morning cold to attend the Easter Sunday sunrise services held
In the San Jose State college Inner Quad. The ser.ices %%ere sponsored by the Blue Key organization,
and acre the first held since 1947, ’,’,hen the Spartan Knights sponsored the program. Dean of Men
Paul NI. Pitman read the benediction at the close of the ser%ice. Dr. Robert F. Fitch, professor of
photo by Hildenbrandt
Christian ethics at the Pacific School of Religion. was featured speaker.

Swagert Named
Court Advisor
Dr. Laird S. Swagert, assistant
professor of political science and I
student court adviser, submitted
his resignation in a letter to Senior Justice Al Grass on Monday.
The court voted unanimously to
reappoint Dr. Svvagert adviser for
spring quarter. Dr. Swagert’s letThe smooth precision of the
ter oi resignation is in keeping Spartan Daily office was tem%vitt) a recent change in rules and porarily uprooted yesterday afprocedure governing the advisory ternoon, ahen Star Reporter
position. Under Article X of the Donnie Nunes was fraternally
revised rules of proceduie it is Incarcerated within an hour of
customary for au; adviser to re- her story deadline.
sign his position at the end of each
With the roar of the DrI‘N11.%
quarter to allow incoming justices awaiting the cracking of a big
a voice in his selection. The ad- story, Miss Nunes was given the
viser is selected by the justices "locked room" treatment by
of the court, subject to approval members of a bitter-but-not by the Dean’s committee.
beaten Sigma Kappa house.
Two new junior justices, Miss Taking their revenge against
Pat GouIder and Mr. Bob Smith, the Journalistic ringleader of a
were introduced to members of Monday night pledge sneak,
the court at the Monday meeting. teeth-gnashing SK’s closed their
Miss Goulder is a member of the ears to the reporter’s pleas of
committee on procedure, and Mr. a deadline.
Smith is court historian and a
’Aided by members of Delta
member of the Public Relations Upsilon, whor.e pledges (and
committee.
silverware) are still missing
A change in meeting hours and after a joint sneak beach party
a tentative date for the next ses- at Santa Cruz. the SK’s passed
sion was made for 12:30 p.m., the sentence of "solitary conTuesday. April 18.
finement".

Spartan Reporter
Caught by SK’s

Attention:
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

NOW READ THIS
Are you planning a dance, party, bar-b-g, or promoting some
spring function and want to make
it a financial success?
Well, don’t be half-safeHere
is a way for you to solve your difficulties. Reach all the students
in the most economical way possibleAdvertise your Spring functions in the Spartan Daily. Tell
7200 students where and when the
party will be . . . at special low
rates.
Remember .. 99% read he Daily

AWS Prexy
Back to Work
Marilyn Zeller, president of
AWS, has returned from a quarter
of student teaching to resume her
duties as president. Joan Hale
was acting’ president of the organization during Miss Zeller’s absence.
The first meeting of the quarter
will he today at 4:30 p.m. in Room
24. Miss Zeller will give an outline of the quarter’s activities.
Plans will be formulated for the
annual fashion show "Swing into
:Spring, which will be held in
May.
New students are urged to at t end.

Rally Group
Meets Tonight
The Rally committee will hold
its first meeting of the Spring
quarter at 7:30 o’clock tonight in
Room 24, according to Ed Mosher,
Rally committee chairman.
Mosher requests all members of
the Rally committee attend. Matters to be discussed include fall
football stunts, revision of the
Spartan head, yell leader election
plans, plans for a victory flag,
and spring quarter activities.

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Russians Charge American Aircraft
Opens Fire on Soviet Fighter Plane
LONDON(UP)

-Russia involved in "any firing incident"
in the Baltic area. The Navy said
its patrol planes in that region
had been ordered to stay "well
clear" of Russia and Russian satellites. The Air Force hinted that
the American military plane may
have been a, four-engined U. S.
Navy Privateer ,missing since Saturday in the Baltic area with 10
crewmen aboard.

charged in a formal protest to
the United States today that an
American Superfortress bomber
fired on Soviet fighter planes over
the Soviet republic of Latvia SatA Russian fighter reurday.
turned the fire and the A.merican
B-29 flew out over the sea, the
note said. The U. S. Air Force
denied any of its planes have been

By BARBARA DEENIV
Aqua -belles swimming in the
"Western Splash -up" Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights arc
all members of the WAA swimming club, which has sponsored
the annual swim show for several
years.
Performers will be: Joan Buszek, Colleen Brooks, Ruth I.aine,
Betty Winter, Betty Rickett, Vyvette Schouse, Elaine Strayer. Geraldine Bean, Marlene Metcalf,
Margaret Kollmer, Carla Dobyne,
Mary Pahl, Margery Merz, Adella
Macks, Beth Calvin, Gertrude
Frasch, Edyna Sischo, Joan 1.oretz, Joan Chambers, Patricia
Feit, Joy Nye, Dorothy Riggan,
Carol Nystren, Dawn Hammel,
Winifred Ivester, Tillie Jurevich,
Patricia Brown, Marilyn Metcalf
and Angie Zenti.
Assisting
Annabelle
Vargas,
chairman of properties, are: Jean
Gooms, Joyce Malone, Beverly
Warnke, Jeanene Lathrope. Joeann Ingraham, Beverly Devin,
Gladys Hunting, Donna Wattenbeger, Jo Morgan, Felicia Myron,
Virginia Cheesman, Barbara Crandall, Sally Deikman, Annette In se, Gladys Hodgson and Nora
Lynch.
Martha Nietschke and
Dora Dill are making arrangeLyoda
ments for music and
Thompson is in charge of posters.
Swimmers in featured numbers
will be Miss Calvin as an Indian
princess and Miss Loretz and Miss
Sischo as flora-dora girls.
Tickets, on sale in the Graduate
Manager’s office, are 50c wits an
ASH card and 75c general admission. The doors of the Men’s gym
will open at 7:30 each night, with
the show starting at 8:00. No
seats will be reserved.

Freshman Council
Meeting Today
The freshman council will hold
its first meeting of the spring
quarter today at 3:30 in Room 39
according to Tom Arvin, class
president.
Plans are being made for a
Frosh-Soph Mixer and a party for
active members of the freshman
council. To become a member of
the council, freshmen must attend
three consecutive council meetings held every Wednesday at
3:30 p.m.
John Fuller is freshman chairman of the Mixer.
Class officers are Tom Arvin,
president; Joey Baldwin, vicepresident; Dolores Nicholson, secretary; and Dan Eftgleman, treasurer. Mr. Wilbur F. Luick is class
adviser.

Soph Council
The sophomore council will hold
its first meeting of the spring
quarter in the Student Union at
3:30 o’clock today.
President John Giaconiazzi reported that this quarter’s activities will be high-lighted by the

^

ity, will be appointed at the next
council meeting to represent San
Jose State college at the "InterThe
collegiate Charity Show."
show will be held May 26 and 27,
at the WarrMemorial Opera House
in San Francisco. Proceeds will
go to the Damon Runyan Cancer
fund.
Council member Phil Bray was
appointed to organize a program
on student government for Visitation day, April 26. A breakdown
of student offices and operation
of student government will be
the theme of the program.
Announcement was made that
Freddie Martin has been engaged
to play for the Senior ball, to be
held at Bay Meadows. Goal of
the committee on sale of bids is
the selling of 1000 bids. Prier. of
the leather-bound bids is $3.50.
Action on supporting the Camp
Miniwanca committee was postponed until next Tuesday’s meeting. Support asked by the committee is Student Council aid in
contacting leading service clubs in
San Jose to raise financial aid to
be used in sending two additional
delegates to Camp Miniwanca.
Council members absent were
Ray Lyons and Lud Spolyar.

Chapel Group
Holds Report
Series Today
Included in the financial report
to be given by Dean of Men Paul
Pitman
before
the
Memorial
Chapel committee meeting today
at 2:30 p.m. will be the disclosure
of two sizable contributions toward the realization of a chapel
on campus.
A check for $250 was received
by Dean Pitman from Patrick H.
Peabody, newspaper publisher and
owner of KSJO radio station.
Permanente Cement company
has offered 120 barrels of cement
to be used in the construction of
the chapt.l. Dean Pitman revealed
that the offer includes the assurance that if it is felt by the committee that more cement is needed the company would take the
additional needs under advisement.
The meeting of the Chapel committee today has a. two-fold purpose, according- to Dean Pitman.
These are the perfection of plans
to inform the whole San Jose family of the work, plans, and needs
of the committee, and the informing of the committee of the latest
developments and approval of
plans submitted by the architects.
A booklet is to be published
soon which it is hoped will enlist
the enthusiastic cooperation of
student body, faculty, alumni, and
friends of the college toward the
completion of t h e
Memorial
chapel.
frosh-soph mixer and a sophomore
barbecue.
Publicity director Jeanie Nieri
Invites all sophomores who are ’interested in council work to attend
today’s meeting.
"In order to become a council
member," Miss Nieri said, "one
must attend one of the first three
meetings, and then three consecutive meetings after that."

t
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ON THE
SQUARE
By JACK RUSSELL

SAN JOSE STATE C6LLEGE

We only realized yesterday
what was the matter with the
Published dilly by the Associated Students of San Jose State college, excpt Saturday and spring quarter. For a week now
Sunday during the college year with one issue during each final examination week.
we had been having the feeling
that something was wrong. What
was it? The weather was fine; the
Office: Publications Building (8931 on E. San Carlos street.
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
co-eds were all in their best spring
Advertising Dept., Ext. 211 outfits; God was in his heaven
Editorial.lit 210
Telephones: CYpress 4 - 6414
and all appeared right with the
world. But still there seemed to
holders.
card
quarter
for
non
ASB
Or
$1
per
year
$2.50
per
Subscription Price:
be something lacking,
Then it
MILT RICHARDSBusiness Manager came to us as we saw a travel
BOB SKILLICORNEditor
folder onNew Orleans.
Dan Hruby
Jack Russell I Sports Editor
News Editor
"Spardi Gras" is no longer with
Herb Blatt I Society Editor
Florence Ross
Desk Chief
us. For the first time in the
Wally Wenzel
Photo Editor
_Rev Lymburner
Editorial Editor
memork, of all students and most
Wire Editor
Bill Raver
Helen Davis
..
Feature Editor
faculty members, a spring quarMake-up Editors Bruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Charleen Little, ter will come and go without the
Donnie Nunes, Marion Summers.
Copy Desk Bruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus, Ross only real social gathering of the
study body as a whole.
Massey, Homer Slater, Thad Spinola.
It doesn’t seem likely that there
ReportersJack Angus, Firmo Cambianica, Bill Chambers, Edward Conkle, Barbara Deemy, John Dremel, William Epler, Francis Errota, Albert Gro111, Will be-atty- entegittliertitrtir take
Moses De Guzman, Clarence Hurlbert, Alan Long, Tom Murphine, La Verne its place. Instead we have RevelPotts, Douglas Prestige, William Roper, Elmer Rodrques, Jeanne Thomas, ries and Homecoming planned for
Jerome Thomas.
the next three months. We would
like to propose as a suggestion a
third affair which could be made
into an annual celebration.
-Spring means new crotheS, ne
Let’s celebrate it with
There are 7049 students at San Jose State who apparently don’t outlooks.
a fashion show that would set an
care about their pocketbooks.
original and enviable mark to
That’s the only conclusion we can come to after witnessing the shoot at,
poor response to the Spartan Daily questionnaire concerning the
First and foremost we would
Hartranft Student -Admission plan.
need models; scores of the best A total of 45 students out of 7094 registered for spring quarter looking "eds and co-eds" on camtook the trouble to place a check on the questionnaire, clip it out of pus. Fraternities, sororities, and
independent organizations could
the paper and bring it to the Daily office.
supply these. Downtown adverIf the questionnaire had concerned some trivial matter we could
tisers could provide the apparel,
understand the poor response. However, when student finances enter from bathing suits to evening
th picture, as was the case here, the interest should be keen. Frankly, wear.
we expected the Daily office to be swamped with returns.
For the Spartan co-eds there
The Daily has since turned the questionnaires over to Mr. Hart- would be the new spring fashions.
ranft. He and the Student Council should now feel free to take action For the Spartan males there
would be the latest bathing suits
on the Hartranft plan.
The majority of the minority has voiced its approval of the. plan tnodeled by a bathing -beauty.
Let’s also have the Music deby a four -to-one margin. Thirty-six students said yes, nine said no.
partment furnish an orchestra and
You 7049 students who failed to register your opinion have no perhaps vocalists to provide a
recourse now if Student Council action on the plan does not meet- musical background -for-the show.
with your approval.
Let’s have the Speech department
The Spartan Daily felt that it was doing Spartans a service, but help out with set designing and
apparently we don’t know our fellow stucrents as well as we thought decorations.
ASB funds - - formerly earwe did.
marked for the lamented Spardi
Gras -- could be used to purchase
decorations. The organization of
the affak tctuld .be handied_like
Spardi Gras or Homecoming with
In the March 17 issue of the Spartan DailY, Ed Mosher, the appropriations and appointments
newly elected chairman of the Rally committee, .announced that -A forthcoming from the ASB counVictory flag pole will be presented to the campus in the near future cil.
The show could be staged twice
by the Rally committee.
in the,Morris Dailey to accommoAccording to Mosher, flags for the various athletic events would date all who wished to attend.
be run up on the pole the day following an athletic victory.
Admission would be free with
In the past Mosher has come up with some fine ideas toward ASB card.
building up spirit at San Jose State, but just how a flag pole would
Another first would be chalked
up for San Jose State and the
succeed in meeting that purpose is far from obvious.
Can you picture adult college students becoming excited over school could feel that it was putseeing a flag flying in the breeze proclaiming that State has defeated ting together a combined effort,
rather than just a departmental
an athletic rival?
or organizational or team affair.
While it’s certainly true that seeing an American flag instills
pride and loyalty in us. we doubt if another piece of cloth, which
has no patriotic meaning, could accomplish the same end.
Instead of spending money for a project such as this, let’s think
twice. Wouldn’t it be better to save up students funds and purchase
Congratulations sre in order
neon lights for our marching band?
for the college administration
It would be more costly than erecting a flagpole, but a neon - which recently approved suggeslighted band such as Fresno State’s would do more for Spartan spirit tions made by a senior class counthan’ plete_CILW.C2Old_eVer would_ In the long nos our money would cil committee regarding future
Senior Overnights.
be well spent.
Following unfortunate liquor
A neon -lighted band would bring fame and public recognition
and transportation problems
to the college as well as increased gate receipts at athletic events.
which have occurred at recent
A flag pole would attract only birds and sundry other animals.
Overnigh ts the administration
We know you meant well, Ed, but let’s give this matter a asked that restrictions be placed
thorough going over before taking any defenite action.
upon the quarterly week-end trips.
It was feared in some corners
that the Overnight might suffer
the same fate as our much-lamented Spardi Gras. However,
iors who are graduated in June- from San Jose State college college officials are giving seniors
Seniors
are lucky. Rather than take finals at the end of the spring quarter another chance to prove that the
they are able to take part in the varied activities of the traditional Overnights can be conducted in an
adult and orderly manner
"Senior Week’ . A trip to the Old Hearst ranch, another to Asilomar, at the same time providingwhile
the
and a round of parties and banquets provide an uninhibited climax utmost enjoyment for everyone.
to four years of college.
...Seniors who go on this quarSeniors who receive diplomas at the end of the summer, fall, or ter’s Overnight trip will be the
winter quarters are sent off with a minimum of fanfare. They sweat ones who will determine the
out finals week like any sophomore and their diplomas are presented future of these fine affairs.
Thoughtlessness by a few may
.to them informally at a quiet tea.
future senior classes the right
S.an Jose State college is proud of the annual June Senior Week. costhave
Overnights.
The college is one of the few in the country which has such a tradition. to The
folly of a few cost us our
lt would seem appropriate, however, if a little of this pride could Spardi Gras. Let’s not lose
:filter through to seniors who do not happen to be graduated in June. another fine tradition!

7049 Don’t Care

Flags Or Lights?.

Fate of Overnights

_

. Week

_

...Perhaps it would be extreme to suggest that a Senior Week be held
!each quarter but at least exemption from finals could be applied. The
,policy is practiced at other collegel, including the University of North
’pakota and the University of Wyontg.
.
The two colleges mentioned are not pace -setters, by any means.

;but at least they show that exemption of all graduates from finals is
’gbeing done. The practice seems to be en appropriate parting costae
graduates.
fo

a
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371 West San
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By HELEN DAVIS
loartan Daily Feature Editor

’

By BOB SIOLL1CORN
Spot:ten Daily Editor

While some of our sister state
A recent statement by Dr. MacQuarrie in the Daily and the colleges are starting "back to the
Easter Sunrise Services sponsored sticks" movements in developby Blue Key are two instances ments of their campus sites, our
which call to mind certain ques- alma mater, guided by our fortions we as students ought to be ward-looking President, T. W.
MacQuarrie, is making improveasking ourselves.
Dr. MacQuarrie wrote that con- ments on our present campus and
struction of Memorial Chapel may will construct new buildings on
adjacent property.
begin next year,
Just take a look at the situaThe Blue Key service revived
a long dormant tradition, on. cam- tions at Fresno and San Franstudent planned religious cisco State colleges to see what
pus
we mean by "back to the sticks".
services.
When the Chapel is built will
Our riVals -In-the San Joait be used by students only once
quin valley provide the best
a year at Easter?
example for our discussion.
will administer the
Who
Fresno State, is the far distant
Chapel? Who will plantha--futureir have a 960 acre
events and activities which will
(yes, you read correctly) cammake its c.onstructlon me-apingpus, approximately -800 acres of
ful?
which will be for an agricultural
The faculty and administration school. The remaining portion
undoubtedly will reply that such will consist of the main campus
a responsibility should rest with buildings.
the student body.
All that sounds pretty nice, but
Which group in qhe student wait a minute, here’s the crux of
,body win_bedelegated this im- the matter.--The- new Fresno
portant task? Should it be the campus will be located SIX miles
Student Y, whose Christian heri- from downtown Fresno and only
tage commission and student re- one mile from the suburban comligious forum are making slow munity of Clovis.
but sure strides to bring a deepWith the campus "out in the
ening spiritual awareness to the
sticks," the students who want to
cam pus?
Should it be a service organiza- work part-time will be in a fine
tion like Blue Key? Should it be mess. Commuting back and forth
a combination of service and other six miles into downtown Fresno
campus groups?. If so, what pro- certainly will be time-consuming,
vision will be. madefor the par- expensive, and downright incon_
ticipation Lri the planding of stu- venient. Francsico
Up
north
at
San
State
dents who do not belong ’to any
the new campus is located in the
large campus group?
The most significant questions---Lake Merced district -- almost
are these: Is Memorial Chapel eight miles from the downtown
to be merely a collection of area. Students will have to batbricks and mortar, used occa- tle the automobile traffic or
sionally, or is it- to be a living waste time on San Francisco’s
memorial to the,Spartan men traditionally slow-moving trolley
who lost their lives lathe last cars in order to commute between
part-time jobs and college .classwar? Is It to bea real student
rooms.
church?
When Dr. MacQuarrie first
Many have said that the spirit
and means of using the Chapel came to State in 1927 some groups
will come, miraculously, when it around town advocated the colis built. They feel that simply lege’s removal to a new site in the
having the building to use will Alum Rock park area. Our president said no to the proposals. Dr.
provide the inspirational effect,
That may be true in -the case of MacQuarrie had The interests .of
a few students, but probably can- the students foremost in his mind.
not be applied to all. The capac- He knew that a great many State
ity, inspiration, and ability to pre- students worked part-time in
sent effective services must be downtown stores ’and offices and
there among the student body, at that travelling between downtown
least in some small, organized and the East foothill area would
manner, BEFORE the Chapel is not be beneficial to the students.
Sure it’s nice to have a cambuilt.
Perhaps there are answers to pus on gently-rolling grounds,
these questions.
Perhaps there with lakes and running creeks,
Is a spirit and enthusiasm waiting beautiful vistas of the surroundto be called forth by a summons ing area and lots of space befrom the Memorial Chapel com- tween the buildings, but let’s
mittee
those who planned the face the facts.
The cold facts are that San
fund raising campaign among the
Jose State is a public institution
alumni and on the" campus.
This enthusiasm ought to be which by its very nature is decalled forth now and channeled. signed for students without big,
The work of student churches
(Continued on page 5)
on other campuses ought to be
Participation on the
studied.
Chapel student planning committee ought to be representative of San Jose State college
as we can make it.
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
A program like the use of our
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Memorial Chapel begins in a
small way, sometimes grows slowBreakfast
Lunch
Dinner
ly, but once started is certain to
Try Our Famous
become a tradition that will make
Bar-B-Cued S’paris Ribs
the college more than "just
with Special Sauce
..
another school."
Home -Mad. Chili with
It will give balance to busy
Fresh Ground Beef
college lives; it will open up new
French Fried
horizons; it will add flavor and
Prawns,
originality ’to ’Student re ig ous
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
thinking, and Will give a new sense
Home -Made Apple Dumpling 11C0
of direction to individuals and to
with hot rum Sauce
the college as a whole.
a"F
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Restaurant
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"Corn Is Green"
MAY. 4-10

Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
till 3 a.m.Car Service

TYPEWRITERS
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
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Jim Cole Gets
Reimbursed
$1 Per Day

Spartans Gain Musical Fame
After Work In Revelries
(Editor’s Note:This is the first in a series of four articles by
Spartan Daily staff reporter Redonia Nunes which will trace the
colorful background and history of Revelries.)

By ROSS MASSEY
James H. Cole, junior psy-

By DONNIE NUNES

San Jose State college has produced its share of notables in its
day. Such names as Carmen Dragon, Eddie Howard, Clarence Cassell
and Nadine Jansen were once wellknown in the halls of the old alma meter.
All of these people participated
In the student production of Revelries at one time, and after gaining fame here, went out into the
Musical field.
Carnien Dragon was the musical
i- of a Revelries pfMnction
,back in 4938 and since lias become
ohe of the better ’ musical ar.
ranger& in the United States to.
day. Eddie Howard, famous for
his versions of _ Raglime_Cowboy
and To taieh His Own, participated -in the Spartan musical one
year. He, too, has added his own
to the musical world. Clarence
Cassell, now a staff announcer for
KCBS in San Francisco, was a
prominent Stater who contributed
ter-those-pre-war-producti
Nadine Jansen, familiar to many
now here at college, is a member
of the Dick Contino unit. She received her push when she appeared on the Horace Heidt show. Miss
Jansen -sings, and plays the trumpet and piano at the same time.
She appeared in the -1948 show,
"Up Powell", and wrote her own
music. She has been singing these
songs on tour, and one piece,
which’ came from the ’48 show is
"Baby Don’t Stop Now!" is being
plugged by the Kiag Cole the,
"Bab-nt-Must Be True", from

the 1947 Revelries, "Constant Refrain", was recorded. It was so
well liked that Lyke published the
words and music that year and
people sang it and hummed it for
weeks following its presentation.
Revelries started out to be a
student variety show presented on
.P:ril
ras.
came popular and faculty mumhers offered to give students full
rein to matte it a bigger thing. It
was moved to winter quarter and

be& shim-bean-A
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that quarter until this year When
it was postponed until spring.
Most of the shows have evolved
from college life. ,"Good News" in
1943 was directed by Bill Kidwell
and followed the idea of a Broadway musical. This was the last
an-directed production before
the war. During the years from
1943 to 1945 girls handled the affair. When Al Johnson returned
to San Jose State college, he was
made director, in 1946, of "Prometheus on the Loose".
"Constant Refrain" in 1947 was
directed by "Doc" Arends, who
later was student body president.
"Up Powell", a musical about San
Francisco and the first cable cars,
was headed by Joe-Juliano in 1948.
Last year’s show, "How’s It Coin" _was_the brain-child--M
Bishop.

chology major at San Jose State
college, was among the many
"guests" of the Japanese Emperor during the last World War.
These former prisoners of ivar
are receiving a $1 a day reim,

bursement for their time spent
as prisoners.
James, who is married, was
presented with a son by his wife
Jeannette on January 8,
’
-enlisted-in-the-Mai int Corps
on January 8, 1940, and was on
the high Seas- headed for China in
February. ’Just before the war
started, . Jim headiA, back to the
U.S._ for Officer’s Traile s ip-stoppedi n the Philippines,
and war broke out
’
’
Picture in ’Life’
When asked about his experiences, Jim’s wife got .out an old
Life magazine. It seems just after
they were married, she went to
a- doe-toes of-flee--and picked up u
magazine. While thumbing through
it, she noticed her husband’s picture and he was climbing off a
truck at the front lines.
Following Jim after his picture wes snapped, we find his
outfit making a "strategic withdrawal"the
la rifles never retreatto Bataan. Jim was hit
in the leg by flying shrapnel
before supplies ran out and the
Americans were trapped. The
was
treated
by an
wound
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VOICES -11N-THE WIND
From Other College Campuses
The biggest thing on University of California campuses this week
is the battle between regents and faculty. At Berkeley, ASUC President Dan Coelho faced a recall by impatient students who wanted
decisive leadership in their stand against the regents.
An editorial in the Daily Californian said the student body_had
thus far (until Friday) ’’been in
the game only as kibitzers. TbeY
have let the faculty and regents
play the crucial cards while they
watched over their shoulders and
accused both sides of ’dealing off
the bottom." A mass protest meet ing had been scheduled for Friday
-.noon, at which students of the
university were urged to .make
their feelings evident,
.
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Spartan Profs Earn
$405 Per Month
of.

Serving coke and doughnuts to faculty members on Registration
day is one service of the Spartan Spears, sophomore women’s service
organization. Twenty outstanding freshmen ’omen are chosen from
third quarter freshmen by the members of the organization. Girls
who are active In school affairs and have a good wholastic standing
are ellsgible for invitation into the organization. The outgoing
members continue in the club until new members are acquainted
they will perform.
activities
With the service _
,

and Found department, taking
mail from the Information office
to the boxes in the Coop, serving
at the alumni luncheon on Homecoming day, and assisting at the
Patron’s Banquet.
All money derived from these
services is used directly to benefit
the college. The Spartan Spears
have bought four beds for the
health college, contributed several

hundred dollars to* the Chapel
fund, supported student loans, the
Community Chest, Red Cross, Tuberculosis campaign, and the NaGenet Student Welfare fund.
Thelocalbrganizationwas
started in 1932. Members are chosen from third quarter freshmen
women who are active on campus
and have a good scholastic standing. The new members are ii-

Author Subs As Professor Here
Professor Robert G.’Kelly, author and part-time instructor at
Stanford, is substituting in the
English department this quarter
in the absence of Mrs. Schuchardt.
Mr.. Kelly, who received ..one
gifirter’s schooling at Oxford university in England, has an A.B.

lege and an MA. degree from
Stanford. He has been doing graduate work on his Ph.D. degree at
the Palo Alto school.
A criticism on James Joyce is
among Mr. Kelly’s published’
works,, wfiich include ’writing in
fiction and drama. The professor
will instruct freshman. F:nglish.

degree frog) Sall Jose State col- courses-

-

r.

_ r
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would use a dentist clamp to keep
the
’a mouth
.
mg
him on his back, would pour
water into his mouth. If the prisoner didn’t talk sometimes they
would kill him by suffocation. Jim
has a badly "bent" nose now.
Eventually Jim was taken to
Guam by an American aircraft
carrier. When he was picked up
he was wearing a two-year-old
pair of khakis, cut off at the
thighs, and welched 11/1_pounds.
His ,average
weight now is 180.
Jim spent almost four months
In the hospital at Guam. Just a
few days before Christmas in 1945,
he was flown into _Oakland and
placed in the Oak Knoll hospital.
He is from San Bernardino,
Calif., and went to junior college
there.
His experiences haven’t
affected his sense of humor. His
wit is sometimes sarcastic but.
always sharp. For instance, he
admits that he looks older than1
he is, but explains it this way.
"It is not the number of years
that makes you old; it’s the mileage you run up in those years."
Sparton Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
&hese as second class matter April 24, 1134,
if Sgn km, California, under the act of
Mem% 1, 1179.
Nil leased wire servic of United Press.
Preis of the Globe Printing Company, l445 S.
PIM P., San Jose, California. Member, CallOrilla Newspaper. Publisher’s Association.

NOrthwestern

committee for Academic Freedom Daily urged students to back the
at Berkeley laid tentative plans ’ attempt of National Student Asfor a general strike of the student sociation to become affiliated on ’
body. Sound trucks and energei it’ , campus.
From Brigham, Young
spreading of the word about the University comes news that its
strike was circulated around the Honor Court convicted four stuBerkeley campus. The proposed dents_ or_ eheating_in ---religiop--------strike met w1firvieuroffi-4Posi- classes. One student tried to
lion by some members of the stu- change his attendance record by
dent body who voiced their opin- tampering with the class roll book
ions in the Daily Cal’s Ice-Box and the other four had cheated in
column . . . One student wrote: the final exam given "winter quer"Methods usedby the UACAF-- ter. ,The court recommended the
have no place on this campus. former have his grade lowered one
The oath problem can be settled point and that the other three be
by other acceptable means, Let us failed in the course.
leave the whole matter to the
Enrollment at Stanford Univerfaculty itself. Our only duty is to elty reached the 7,150 mark, ac study."
cording to figures com iled last
*
lweek. . . . Plans are now in the
CAMPUS CARAVAN:
From formative stages for the installaU.0 ut- Santa- Barbarafraterni- libri of telegram facilities at sevties earned good will from the city era’ places on The Farm.. .. Sal
by staging a huge clean-up day Gene. Marzullo; representing an
during their Greek week, when IAmerican association advocating
pledges to the campus frets took world government, told students
hoes and rakes in hand to clean at the Philippine Normal College
up Santa Barbara’s parks. From In Manila that "each nation must
UCLAThe hot ’ battle to re-ap-jgve up _a part_of its. sovereignty
point Clancy SIgaI as managing to a world government based on
editor of the "Daily Bruin" ended representative democracy."

American field= hospital and
didn’t haie a chance to heal
properly.
The first of many prison camps
for Jim was in Cabanatuan. Prisoners lived in wooden huts where
they slept on the Doer. Work was
not organized yet and the Americans just "policed the area an
dug latrines.
Giving of time and money for the benefit of San Jose State
In March of 1942 he was loaded
college students is the aim of the Spartan Spears, campus service or. , into a treopship and shipped to
ganization composed of 20 outstanding sophomore women.
Manchuria. It was- here, while
Their activities include serving coffee and doughnuts to faculty shoveling coal in a steel mill, that
members on Registration day, soiling unclaimed articles from the Lost Jim and a fellow prisoner decided
to escape. The two men sneaked
from earna-pn---g-dai lc cloudless
The average monthly earning
’night, and wandered 18"miles beAlin Jose State college teachfore being caught and-reterned.
"All they did was beat us up ers Is $405.65, according to figand send us to a penal camp in ures released yesterday by Mr.
Glen Guttormsen, college acKorea," Jim says.
’
counting officer. This figure was
After spending a month at
reached through a systematic
the penal camp, Jim was sent
breakdown of state college budto a camp in Shanghai. The
get allotment* for the fiscal
work at Shanghia consisted
year 1950-51.
mostly ot burying oil drums so
that American bombers wouldn’t
The total salary budget for the
destroy them.
fiscal year, is $2.256,020. This inReceives ’Water Treatment
Later the prisoners were sent to eludes the salaries of all teachers
Utashi Nai on the iiland of Hok- and clerital workers. Total salarkaido. Here Jim received the ies for teachers alone, reach
"water treatment"-when the Japs $1,536779-, According to Mr. Gutfound he had Chinese money. This tormsen, the state college is -authconsisted of breaking g man’s orized-315.7 teachers in the fiscal
nose with a quick blow from the budget. Aver age annual incomes
butt of a rifle and letting it bleed for teachers in the state college
-until the blood clotted. They come to $4,867.85.

Gold-Bloused Spears Serve,
Benefit College Since 1932

last week ’when the UCLA excouncil turned down the recommendation of the Bruin editorial
board and appointed Gene Franklin to the position. . . . "There is
little danger of a revoltainn in
Russia as long as its present (Tonomic situation exists," Prof. liarold Davis,.one of the leading ecot
nomists of the world, told Political
science classes at _Nertiiwpeterst ___

The salary scale for the state
liege 1s-determined 1- v ua
ly, and measured by threw eonsiderations.
. I. The number of degree’s held
by the teacher
her of years that’
2. The

State 0.T.’s Meet
Occupational Therapy students
are inviteer to attend a ,meeting_
of the Northern California Occupational Therapy Association at
Agnew State hospital, Friday
evening lit 7:30.
Dr. Cuttings’ films on prefrontal lobotomy will be shown. Eva
Detwiler’ will be hostess for the
evening.
the teacher has taught
3. The amount of experience,
both teaching and in the field,
that the teacher has had
So high did the average monthly salary look to Mr. Guttormsen,
that he calculated for the _secbrid,
time, obtained the same "result,’
then citecked again on- nother
machine. The figure remained,
$405.65. "This figure," said Mr.
Guttorinsen, "falls above the .conter."
!lfliv" 1,71, .

sity rnileranti Al Weber, Spartati.
frosh distance runner, are brothers of Ted Weber, former. Utah
State cross-country champion at
Brigham Young.

KAY; of Moses,
is moving to
the ARCADIA

Yes, Kay

Dalmasso

and

her

are moving to The Arcadia.

fine

dinners

If you haveti’t

treated yourself to some of her fine cooking,
you haven’t enjoyed fine meals.

Hat,:41 diiueo 1011 POOP
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Gamma Alpha Chi
Holds Installation,
Plans Convention
Installation of the new Gamma
Alpha Chi officers was held April
6, at the San Jose home of Marjorie Chiles.
President of the national advertising fraternity for women is
Barbara Kaperski, assisted by Dolores Edwards, vice president;
recording scereDorothy Jocz,
tary; Marjorie Chiles, corresponding- secretary; Wilma_ Loomis.
treasurer; Jane Brady, reporter.
Out -going officers include
Jackie Castner, president; Marilyn Norris, vice president; Fran
seeretaey;
recording
corresponding
Sykes,
Marcella
secretary; Barba ra Kaperski,
treasurer; and Joan Chamberlain,
reporter.
Gamma Alpha Chi national convention will be held April 14, in
Iowa City, Iowa and will be represented by. Barbara Kaperski
from the local group.

Church Gives
Annual Supper
For Holy Week
"Supper in the Upper Rooth**
began the spring- activities for
Kappa Phi, National Methodist
Women’s organization. The supper, a national traditional activity
of the organization commemorating the Holy Week preceeding
Easter, was held Thursday, April
6, in the First Methodist church.
Guests for the supper included
Dr. and Mrs. Farr of the First
Methodist church, Rev. and Mrs.
Cox from the Centilla Methodist
church.
.
Co-chairmen for the supper
Were Joyce Daniels and Joyce
Hayward. Patronesses were Dr.
Viola Lantz, Mrs. Belle Moore,
Mrs. Bart Sebommer, and Mrs.
James Wortman.
Members that attended were
Margaret Larsen. Leverta Raley,
Charlaine Wilson, Helen KimzeY,
Mona Logan, Lois Rogers, Donna
Cooter, Dorothy Alexander, Twila
Walker, Eleanor Davis, Dianne
Kinney,
Doris
Moore, Shirley
Mitchell, Joan SpenFe, Ina Mae
Young, Barbara Eckhart, Jean
Saxon, Audry Cross, Gloria McDonough, Joyce Hayward, Joyce
Daniels, and Madeline Stanton.
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Spring Hits State Campus,
oeds Reveal Engagements!

rat

1

Peter Kristovich

the annual Forty-Niner’s ball held
Lawlor - Laraway
The Gamma Phi Beta pledge! in Jackson, Wyo.
dance at Casa del Rey in Santir Miss GaTeener, Who attended
Cruz was the occasion Miss Diana! San Jose State college, is the
daughter of, Mrs.. -Burnside- arid
Marilyn Lawlor and -Charles
+son Laraway chose to announc_ei .the- -late Jack J. Galeener. She
--’"
I was graduated from Abraham
their engagement.
No definite wedding date has Lincoln High school in San Rise.
I
Lamb is the son of Mr. and
been set by the young couple.
Miss Lawlor will be graduated’ Mrs. George J. Lamb of Jackson.
from San Jose State college in! He attended the University of
June. She received her previous: Wyoming, where he was affiliated
schooling from Abraham Lincoln! with Sigma Epsilon fraternity.
The coupg. plan an early sumHigh school. Mr. and Mrs. Milton’
Lawlor of San Jose are the par-I mer wedding in the Chapel of
ents of the bride-elect and Jackie the Transfiguration in Grand Teton National park, Wyo. FollowLawlor is her sister.
Laraway, of San Francisco, at -1I ing the wedding they plan to
tended the local college and tour the United States.
Heald’s Business college. He was
graduated from Sequoia High Cox - SawYer
school. Mrs John David Lee and
A bouquet of daffodils -encirclthe late Dr. Thurston Laraway ,
mg a large mock engagement ring
Laraway
William
are his parents.
conveyed the engagement news
is his twin brother.
of Miss Virginia Cox to Hough-’
ton Sawyer at the recent Gamma
Gardon - JaWlel!
- _ Phi Beta pledge dance held at
Plans for a September wedding Hotel Ca s a. del Rey in Santa!
were revealed April 3, by Miss Cruz.
Miriam Gordon and Donald JanMiss Cox is a sophomore art
sen when the bride-elect passed major at -San Jose State college.!
dinner
during
a box of chocolates
She is the daughter of Mr. and
at Presbyterian hall.
Mrs. Joseph H. ,Cox of Los Altos. Miss Gordon is the daughter of Sawyer, a graduate of the Uni-1
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Goggans versity of California at Berkeley.!
of Sacramento. She is a junior is now employed as an electrical
education major at San Jose State engineer for the Westinghouse
college and is violinist with the plant in Sunnyvale.
San Jose Symphony orchestra.
The future bridegroom’s fm.
Jansen is a senior education ternal affiliation is Alpha Taul
major at the local’ college and will Omega
f which he i. a mist
do graduate work here next year. vice-president. He is the son of
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mrs. William B. Sawyer of AlaV. Jansen of Sacramento. His meda.
fraternal affiliations a re with
No date has been set for the
Delta Sigma Gamma.
wedding.

Copeley - Gelatt
Miss Margaret Copley passed
the traditional box of chocolates
at a buffet dinner for her service
club and a meeting of Alpha Phi
to announce her engagement to
H. B. Gelatt.
The future Mrs. Gelatt is the
daughter of Mrs. Lenora Copley
and the late Thomas Copley. She
was graduated from Abraham
Lincoln High school.
Celatt will be graduated from
San Jose State college in June.
He is affiliated with Beta Phi
Sigma fraternity. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gelatt of
Los Gatos.
The couple are planning a (all
Bridal wreath and white stock wedding.
were used in the decor of the
First Congregational church of
Summers - Lansford
Ripon March --24, When MiSS-IdaA summer wedding is planned
mae "Maizie" German became
for Miss Pat Summers and Rusthe bride of Don Hynes.
sell Monroe Lunsford, who anThe former Mks German wore nounced their engagement at -a
a white marquisette gown styled party in the Willow Glen home
with a full skirt, lace fitted bod- of Miss Virginia Spencer.
ice, and long pointed sleeves. A
Miss Summers, the daughter of
Dutch style cap secured her fin- Mrs. Robert T. France of San
peas
Sweet
veil.
net
gertip length
Jose, was graduated from Abraencirciling a white orchid com- ham Lincoln High school and atposed the bridal bouquet.
tended San Jose State college.
Mrs. F. C. Dale, sister of the
The bridegroom-elect is the son
bride, wore a blue marquisette of Mr: and Mrs. A R. Lunsford.
gown for her role as matron of He was graduated from Abraham
honor. Her headpiece was of Lincoln High school.
sweetpeas and marquisette. She
carried pink sweetpeas.
Powers - Kingman
The parents of Miss Janet
William Hynes, brother of the
bridegroom served as best man Louise Powers recently announced
and Andrew Turkot and Gerald their daughters engagement to
German. brother of the bride, Edward F. Kingman.
Miss Powers is the daughter of
were ushers.
A reception was held in the Mr. and Mrs. George T. Powers
church parlors following the cere- of San Jose. She was graduated
from Notre Dame High school
mony.
and attended San Jose State colThe new Mrs. Hynes is the lege.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy H.
Kingman is the son of Mrs.
German of Ripon. She attended Louis Burpee of San Jose. He is a
San Jose State college for three senior engineering student and a
years as a secretarial major.
member of Kappa Alpha fraterHynes attended San Jose State nity.
college and majored in engineering: He is the son Of Mr. and Mrs., Galroner"- Lamb-Clarence Hynes of Palo Alto.
The engagement of Miss Laverne
Galeener and John Arthur
are
couple
wedded
The newly
Lamb was ’Orman), announced at
now living on Ninth itrbet.

Idamae German
Weds Don Hynes

Diana Kaulbach Receives
Delta Zeta Presidency;
Succeeds Adele Thompson

A banquet was given for
Mr. Peter Kristovich, outgoing
adviser of Chi Pi Sigma, and
assistant professor in the police
school at San Jose state college.
The banquet was heid at the
Chi Pi Sigma house, 201 South
Eighth street.
Guests included Colonel Hea,
Lieutenant Colonel Watts, and
Captain Eggers of the military
Lowell
department;
science
Bradford of the District Attorney’s office, also an instructor In the police school; and
Chesley Douglas, local attorney
and instructor In the police
school.

Diana Kaulbach was installed
Monday night as president of
Gamma Lambda chapter of Delta
Zeta. She will take over the duties
as chief executive from Adele
Thompson. outgoing president.
Officers who will assist Miss
Kaulbach are Teddy Bulman,
vice president; Elizabeth Kilgallen, corresponding secret ar y;
Hetty Brownlee, recording secretary; Jacqueline Thomas, historiam_Carolyn Joergenson, treasurer.
Grace Griffel will be junior
Panhellenic representative with
uise---Lapp. senior representative; Marilyn Miller,11Buse-tittraager; Virginia Ashley, rush c.hairman; Patricia Kiddie, parliamen_
tarian: Beth Watson and Barbara
ale, guards.
Chairmen inc lude Barbara
Downey, activities; Marilyn Rowley, ways and means; Thea Petligrirti; seeii Gerri BiCert, RTIX)1}1.
ing, Karleen Iverson, song; Marge
Heppner. standards; Joan Painter,
Brown,
Grace
duties;
pledge
scholarship; Beth’ Watson, publicity; Virginia Johnson. assistant rush chairman.
Initiation of the new pledges
is slated for April 21 and 22.
Members of the pledge class who
will serve as officers of tit; group
until they become members are
Grace Griffel, president; Virginia
Johnson, vice president; Barbara
Downey, secretary; Beverly Dettling, treasurer; Dolores Barsotti
and Dale Dyke, social chairmen..,

F,strades Return
From Canyon Trip

Is Horn to Erlendson$

-Corn Is Green"
. MAY. 4-10

Denny -Watrous Aftractions
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Monday Eve., April 17

San Joie Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio %lief
Established 1925 Open ’till 245 P.M.
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Luboshutz & Nemenoff
Duo Pianists
"PERFECTION in 2 -Piano Playing"
Serge Koussevitzky.
STUDENTS:90o inc. tax
San Jos AuditoriumCY 3 - 6252
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There’s An Art
To Dry Cleaning
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ART CLEANERS

For an economical lunch,
many kinds of sandwiches,
COME TO THE ...

foAciltliprt.

Schmidt Combo
Plays for DTO’s:

Featured entertainment at a
recent
Delta
Theta Omega
smoker was a combo composed
of Jerry Schmidt, piano; Terry
Bowman.
ukelele;
and
Cecil
Mansfield, wash drum bass. Fortyfive guests were greeted by PresiMr. and Mrs. Eugene Estrade dent Bud Prindle at the fraterhave returned from a wedding nity’ hotise, 200 N. 13th street.
trip to Death Valley and the
A second highlight of the DT()
Grand Canyon, following wedding’
rites in St. Leo’s .church and are sp..ing rush season was a buffet
now at home at 1031 Park avenue. dinner, held Monday night for 50
The bride is the daughter of prospective neophytes. EntertainPatrick Maloney of Salt Lake: ment consisted of the showing of
City. She attended schools in’ a Charlie Chaplin comedy.
.
Utah.
Newly elected officers of the
The bridegroom is the son of social group
are Bud Prindle,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Estrade ’of! president Will
Olsen, vice presiLos Gatos. He was graduated dent and pledge
trainer; Don Anfrom San Jose State college, and derson, secretary;
Wayne Shepattended San Jose High school, herd,
treasurer; Tino Dona ire,
For the wedding, the former sergeant
at arms; Don Titcomb,
Miss Katherine Maloney wore a
historian; and Joe Bonfiglio, ditraditional white slipper satin
rector of athletics.
gown, fashioned with a Peter Pan
collar and fitted bodice.
The bride carried an orchid
and white hyacinth corsage.

Bartlett - Bianco
A spring wedding is planned by
Miss Florence Marguerite Bartlett and Vincent Louis Bianco.
Miss Bartlett, daughter of Th1r.
and Mrs. E. J. Bartlett of Laveen,
Arizona, is a graduate of the Uni-1
versify of Ikrizona, and is an
alumna of the Rita Club for subdebs.
Bianco, son of Mrs. and Mark
Bianco and the late Mark Bianco
of San Jose, attended San Jose
State college. He is a member of
the Casa Grande Junior Chamber
of Commerce, the Kiwanis Club,
and the American Legion.
Members of Alpha Phi recently
learned of the engagement of Miss
Sallyan Ferch to Stephen R.
O’Meara:
Miss -Ferch is the daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Geotge C. Ferch
of Beverly Hills. She holds mem- SO/I.
bership in Alpha Phi and Spartan
A son, John, was born April
Spears at San Jose State college.
1, to Mr. and Mrs. William J.
She attended schools in Beverly Erlendson. Veight at birth was
Hills and Monterey.
7 pounds. ’John is the third
The future bridegroom is doing child of the associate professor
graduate work in physical edu- of music and his wife. Ile is
cation at the college.
bring welcomed by his sister
Kristin, 7, and brother William,
212 years old.
Rentsch - tirottt
An earls summer wedding is
in the offing for San Jose State
college student Miss Lois Rentsch
and her fiance Dick Scott, who
recently announced their engagement.
Miss Rentsch is a sophomore
accounting major, and a member,
of the Ski club. She is the daugh-I
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter!
Rentsch of Oakland.
Scott, a former San Jose State
college student, is employed by,
the Southern Pacific Railroad. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Scott of San Jose.
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39$ EAST SANTA CLAM STREET
CYpress 3-9309

"Catering to those Who Care"
DAVE ROSENTHAL, JR., Owner-Operator
AIM

Dillon Weds Council Votes KA Holds Smoker Wednesday.
Chi0 to Build New House;
Bernardini On Silence.Day
Reveal Plans at Dinner
SPARTAN DAILY
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Miss Phyllis Dillon became the
bride of Lawrence "Bern’’ Bernardini during wedding rites performed recently at St. Anselm’s
.chureh in San AnseImo, Calif.
Monsignor John McGarr officiated
at the 3:30 o’clock-marriage ceremony.
For her wedding, the bride
chose an off-white suit complemented by pink accessories. She
carried a white prayerbook .with
a marker of white orchids.
Attendants for the couple were
---hirT-ond Mrs. Larry-Walsh. --Mrs,
Walsh wore a navy blue suit with
blue and white accessories.
Following the, wedding, which
was attended by family members
at. the
.was.".he
,
o
San Rafael home_ of J.
Keaton.
The young couple will make
their home in San Ansel= following a honeymoon trip south.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Bernardini
attended San Jose State college.
He graduated winter quarter
with a degree in advertising.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Franks
of Palo Alto are the parents of
the new Mrs. Bernardini.
Mrs. Virgil Bernardini of San
Anselmo is the mother of the
bridegroom and his brother is
Alfred Bernardini.

Moshers to See
Son’s Wedding
’Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Mosher
left-Monday afternoon for Rochester, N. Y., where they plan to attend the wedding of their eldest
son, Lieut. John A. Mosher to
Mrs. Mary Erbland. The wedding
will take place at St. George’s
Cathedral church in Rochester on
April 15.
The bridegroom-elect is the
brother of Katherine E. Mosher. a
senior at San Jose State college,
James R. Mosher, and Raymond
Mosher, Jr. He is a former resident of San Jose.,
_ Dr: Mosher, professor of psychology on this campus, plans to
refurn-to San -Jose in two weeks.
1

APIli 0 Elects
Ketchum Prexy
Semi-annual elections of officers
for Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, were held Toesday with Carl Ketchum ushered
in as new president.
Other officers-elect are: "Jinx"
Johnson, vice-president; Dick Luczak, secretary;. Lionel Goularte,
treasurer; Keith Kurland, corEdwin
responding secretary;
Burnham, historian; Edwin Silva,
sergeant -at -arms; and Belmont
Reid, alumni secretary.
-was
A sniuko -for new
last _night at Alum Rock
lodge, according to Dick Pryor,
’ social affairs chairman.

Former OT Here
Works In Chicago,
Appears In Book
Mrs. Wilma Dethke, former orcupational therapy student at
San Jose State college, who is
working in the cerebral palsy
nursery at the Michael Reese hospital in Chicago, is pictured in
the April 11 issue of Look magazine.
Mrs. Dethke, the former Wilma
Heiberg, is shown assisting a
.crippled child to walk. The picture is used with a story about
the work being done by the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, sponsors of the
familiar Easter Seals.
Mrs. Dethke, who graduated
from San lose State college in
June, 1946, is one of the many
occupational therapists working
In 147 cerebral palsy centers
throughout the United States that
are aiding 200,000 children and
250,000 , adults crippled by thii
diseasel.

The Pooshellenic Council voted
unanimously Monday afternoon
to
declare
preference
day
Thursday, April 13, as silence
Swanson,
day states Marian
Under
Panhellenic president,
this ruling there shall be no unnecessary conversation between
sorority girls, and girls who
have received notes from Panhellenic concerning spring bidding.

Mascot Wins P

Members and pledges of Kappa
Alpha entertained 15 guests at a
smoker at the chapter house, 506
S. Ninth street, Thursday evening,
according to Paul Davis, president. .
Entertainment under the direction of Jack Reidy, rush chairman, included movies, -community
singing to the accompaniment of
the KA’s recently purchased player.piano and short talks about the
fraternity by Gerry Doyle and Art
Butler.

3

A new sorority house to be erected at 566 S. Sixth street was
the surprise announcement made during the Iota Delta chapter of
Chi Omega formal Founder’s Day dinner held Tuesday evening at
the San Jose Country club.
The announcement of the new house, which is expected to be
-completed by next fall, was made

I

Carol Shank, ,Alan York
Wed in Methodist Church;
Honeymoon in Palm Springs

by Mrs. M. K. Luther, president
of the house corporation.

Present at the dinner were Chi
Omega alumnae from 15 colleges
ansl universities and local chapter
members and pledges. The group
,
-celebrated-the 55th anniversary of
the organization’s founding..

Now making their home at 845

Mrs. Ernest Tallman, (’hi
Omega national representative
. from -RITif-riai-ielsco, gave_ The_
principal address. ,She discussed
-the" history of the, fraternity
since its founding at Fwttes’ville, Ark., April 5, 1885.

titer Sabers
Will Sponsor
Military Ball

lowing their honeymoon In Palm
Springs are Mr. and Mrs. (Carol
Diane Shank) Alan Charles York.
.The young couple were wed recently in afternoon rites performed in the Los Gatos Metho_Ma. tress _of_beremoniesat2theL_
--dist- church----b----thedinner was Miss Myrne Shepherd.
McQueen.
Orchids v’ill be part of the uniThe program included the -tradiMr. ’and Mrs. York both atform of the day for the dates of
tional candlelight ceremonies, (he
tended San Jose State college.
R.O.T.C. cadets and reserve offichi Omega symphony by Kay
The bride is affiliated with Alpha
cers at the third annual "Military
Sprou),’ a welcoming speech by
Phi, Spartan Spears, and Sigma
Ball". Jimmy Blass and orchestra
Gladys van Hecke, representing
society. She is- a graduate, of
will supply music for the affair,
the alumnae group; a welcome by
Abraham Lincoln High school and
sponsored by the Silver Saber soMelba Sills, president of the Iota
her husband was graduated from
ciety. The ball will take place
Campbell High school.
Delta chapter, ’and a cappella
from 9 to 1, Friday June 2, at
When the bride walked down
singing by 15 members and
the Mary Ann Gardens.
the aisle with her father, Elroy
The bids, including the price of pledges of the chapter.
H. Shank, she was gowned in an the orchid; are
limited to 300 and
Known as the "Spring Eleusinentraine gown of white satin pat- are available only
to cadets, re- ian," the observance was the first
terned in princess lines, Her fin - serve officers and their
guests. participation for the San Jose
Pictured above is Jiggs, moss- gee-tip veil was beld_byLa bandeati According to Silver Saber public- chapter..’since its _arganization in
cot of Delta ISgma Phi, who of orange blossoms. White ca- ity men, Ted Breeden and Jim
1948. Throughout the nation, 107
won a first prise ribbon during mellias and- bouvardia marked LaMont, milithiy and college digthe annual breed dog show the white satin Bible she carried. nitaries have been invited to at- other chapters of Chi Omega have
joined -in similar tributes .to the
sponsored by Santa Clara CounMrs. George H. Wehner was
founders during this week.
ty Kennel club. The fraternity Matron of honor and bridesmaids tend.
Bids for the affair may be obposseses the gold cup which also included the Misses Patricia RalBanquet committee members
was awarded Jiggs. Jiggs re- ston, Bette Cody, Carolyn Ingram, tained at the R.O.T.C. office by
outright purchase or by reserva- from the local chapter were
ceived his ribbon in the class of
and Arta Jo Price. They were at- tion with a down payment.
Frances van’t Hof, chairman.
American bred dogs over 45
Janice Wolff, Maxine, Foster,
pounds. An English bull pedi- tired in gowns of orchid taffeta
gree, this was Aggro’ first show- trimmed with matching chantilly
I Millie Taylor, Carolyn Halley
ing. He is owned by Gary lace. French bouquets of violets
I and Hay Sproul.
and deep pink camellias were carLaotians ski.
’
.
Alumnae assisting were Mrs.
ried by the attendants. Miss ElHerman. p. McBride and Mrs.
ouise Rudy servecas flower girl.
Best man duties were performed
Daniel IC Stern, co-chairmen,
by W. E,Casterson and the guests
St. Clare’s church was the set- Mrs- Clifford_ Jansen, Mrs. Lois
were seated by Rex Jeffers.
ting, for the wedding service of Zobrist, Miss Gloria Villasenor and
Charles
Miss Myrne Shepherd.
Howe,
Tom
Nichols,, the former Miss Carmen
Navarro
Dougliii Strong, Elroy K. Shank
and Leroy Pasquinelli.
Chi Omega will hold its annual
and Ronald C. Shank. ,
The bride, daughter of Mr. and convention in June at the Green-’
The wedding reception was held
Mrs. Joseph Navarro, wore an briar hotel, White Sulph r
in the San Jose Country. club.
San Jose will be the home of
entrain gown of white satin, pat- Springs, West Va. A number of
Mr. arid Mrs. Marvin B. McDole
terned with a net yoke, and a ruf- San Jose alumnae are planning to
who were married recently in a
fled peplum. She carried a white attend the conclave together -with
double ring ceremony performed
prayer book, and a corsage of delegates from the active chapter
in the First Presbyterian church
orchids and bouvardia.
of Iota Delta.
of Burlingame by the Rev. Ira
The bridgegreiorn, son of Mr. and
Smith.
Mrs. Henry Pasquinelli, was graduated from Santa Clara high
McDore is the son of Mr. and I
school, and attended San Jose
Mrs. M. M. McDole of Santa
Special Priers for Group Cor,Jge
State college.
Clara. He will complete his studOrders
ies at San ’Jose State college.
The
newlyweds
have
returned
Miss Ramona Hicks became the
FREE DELIVERY
The bride is the former Miss bride of Donald E. Mehrtens from a wedding trip to Southern
Nita Cl. II-4293
Phone CV 4-7534
Marie Louise Kinney, daughtei- of March 26, at the First Methodist California and Mexico, and .are
402 S. FIRST ST.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Kinney of church in Redwood City. The San now at home in Santa Clara.
Burlingame. For the 4 o’clock Jose State college couple are now
LoVonne Peter
wedding ceremony, she those a making their home in San Jose,
white satin gown styled with. a where Mehrtens will continue his
Joan Greco
-round-neekline and
studies.
Kappy Baird
Her fingertip length veil was held
The briae-ehese -an---ivery- net
Maile
Ensensperger
by a band of orange blossoms and
gown over pale green bouffant
she carried a white Bible ivith
Jean
Jackson
for the ceremay . A finger-tip
bouvardia streamers and an
Marlyn Russell
veil and bouquet of bouvardia
orchid marker.
complemented the- spring wedBarbara Withey
Matron of honor for the wed- ding ensemble.
Ruth
Howland
ding was Mrs. William Konig, sisDorothy Ellis. sorority sister of
Jean
Wolford
ter of the bride. Miss Nona Mc- the bride, and Jeart Anderson
Ginn was honor maid and brides- served- wedding guests at a recepClaire Johnston
-maid was Marian Denson._ Robert i-tion held at Forrester--hall- in Red-imotrorr, co: necklace, brotaki end
* Revlon’s exciting "Miss -Fasflion
Black was best man and Owen wood City.
ecirring set by Trifarl; a silver-plated
Plate of 1950" contest closes midMiller Charles Evans and William
lighter, cigarette urn and tray set by
night, Saturday, April 151 Cast your
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. HenRonson; a year’t supply of Berkshire’s
Konig seated the guests.
ballot, today I
ry Hicks of San Carlos, the bride
nylon stockings; a Wittnauer wrist
was a senior French major while
"Miss
title
the
wins
The girl who
watch.
MORE OF
attending the college. Miss Hicks
camyour
Fashion Plate of 1950" on
Cheese your candidate on four auto%
is affiliated with Sigma Kappa
pus will receive a full year’s supply
only: beauty end shorn ... fashion
sorority, and was a member of
of Revlon products FREEI If she wins
knowledge end dress .. ..persenel
the notional "Miss Fashion Plate of
Black Masque, honorary senior
grooming ... personality end poise.
to
trip
free
a
get
will
she
title
1950"
wonien’s society, the senior coun(Continued from page 2)
Bermuda by Pon American Clipper,
is
a
former
member
of
cil,
and
your ballot today and drop It
Clip
fat bank rolls --- students who,
including on expense-free wools at
In the ballot box in this newspaper
for the most part, are forced to Spartan Spears.
the famous "Castle Harbour", plus
offko or other locations on campus.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford G. Mehrwork their way through ,college.
seven other thrilling prises: on RCA.
Our present campus location is tens of Alameda are the parents
Throe’s a panel of beauty outh’oritios
Victor "Globetrotter" portable radio;
of the bridegroom. A commerce
wolfing to ludge your candidate for
therefore ideal.
a Lone Hope Chest; an Amelia Ear.
major, he is a member of the
this notional Grand Prize.
hart Party Cos, in "Revlon Red"
It’s plainly obvious that the size college swimming team and .is
or beauty of a campus does not "affiliated with Delta chapter of
*
RILL A gloontroos hip to Borinvolo by Pon American Clijmor,
give a student any greater incen- Phi Lambda Epsilon of Alameda.
mak et tho humus "Cottle Korisour".
tualminoo4ros
on
incitation
*
tive to learn nor does it mean that
the quality of instruction is any
for "MISS FASHION
I nominate
Pel-Mel Patton, most recent in
greater-.
a long line of Southern ’California
PLATE of 1950", a contest sponsored by Revlon Products Corp,tr
sprint stars, is track coech. at
Long Beach jaysee, and thereYour Name
fore Ineligible for further an110
tour competition.

Leroy Pasquinelli,
Miss Navarro Wed

Louise Kinney
Becomes Bride
Oi M. McDole

Spartans Wed,
Make Home
in San Jose

51:e Rale SI:op

Have you cast your
I ballot for RevlonYs
"Miss Fashion Plate
* of I950"?

Skilly’s Corner

psne***********************************
***lin
*

"Corn Is Green"..,:
MAY 4.: 10
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Professional Debut

Pete Mesa Faces Pros
Tomorrow at Salinas
6
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Spartan Nine
Out to Even
Season Record

The men from Washington
Square will tote their Louisville
sluggers into Salinas this afternoon at. 3 o’clock to engage their
big brothers, the San Jose Red
Sox. , Tomorrow afternoon the
Spartans journey to Moffett Field
to meet the Navy nine.
,
Coach Walt Williams will throw
his ace, "Pistol" Pete Mesa, at
tht! Red Sox for four innings and
Ralph 13opigro, stiVoth_ working
righthander, will finish the game.
Fresh from a rousing 13 to 3
win over the El Toro Marines, the
Spartans run into a professional
dub which is just beginning to
start serious practice. The Red
Sox- have been in training since
April 1, and played two exhibition
games. Salt Lake beat the Pale
Hose 5-3 Monday, and the two
teams tied Tuesday, 4-4.
Rookies Gernet, first base, and
Tubbs, outfield, were the big guns
in the Sox attack. Gernet tripled
in a run and Tubbs crashed out a
double.
Mary Oven, Sox manager, could
pitch anybody on his staff today.
Five of Owen’s pitchers are holdovers from last year’s team which
won the President Cup playoffs.
Sam Castro, 15-11, McMahon, a
holdover from 1948, and Jules
Resting on his blocks waiting for the "get set" signal Is Spartan Hudson may pitch for the Sox.
The Joseans will be out to even
sprinter LAVERNE "RED" HALL, who was named co-captain,
along with high jumper Mel Martin, for the 1950 track season. up their won-lost average against
Hall, a letterman credited with a 9.8 sec .100-yard dash this year, the Pale Hose: They have won
leads his track mates into action this Saturday against Stanford five and lost six to date. Coach
and the Olympic club at Palo Alto. He has been entered In both Williams has switched veteran
100- and 220-yard dashes, each considered a critical event for Dean Giles from first base to
photo by Del Carlo
San Jose.
centerfield in order to get more
power Into his line-up. Mel Stein
is now holding the initial portal.
Probable starting line-up for the
Spartans; Stein, lb; Okagaki, 2b;
Concklin. 3b; Lopes, ss; Van Am an, If; Giles. cf; Burch. rf; Johnson,
c; Mesa, p.
thinking to tie a fewknots.in the
By DOUG PRESTAGE
before
tail,
With nothing to lose (but their Trojan war horse’s
shirts) andwith all the world to they went down to a "gallant"
gain, /3ud Winter’s varsity thin - defeat. Instead- old F.ssee nearly
dads trek to Palo Alto Saturday
ran them into the ground, winfor a joust with mighty Stanford
and the once-formidable Olympic ning 95 5/6 to 35 1/6. San Jose
and Fresno stuck their heads into
club.
After a look-see at the best the lion’s den two weeks ago and
By United Press
times, one would be inclined to the Spartans came off second best.
agree with most track and field
San Francisco, Calif. - Leo No115-303/4 - 16’74.
"experts" that the Reds should
mellini, 254 -pound All-American
wailing
been
have
Indians
The
win quite handily, something like
tackle from the University of Min73 to 52 (San Jose) to 37 (Winged for two weeks now about their nesota, has signed a professional
"0"). But to hear the Stanfords star performer, Gay Bryan, and football contract with the San
moan and groan you’d think they if you’ll listen you can hear them Francisco 49ers, club officials said
were going up against those nas- hollering all over the place about yesterday.
tie-nasties from the Southland, Distance Man Al Lyons, Broad
Nomellini is the second two-year
Southern California, again.
Jumper Merrit Van Sant, Quarter- All-American to join the San
They’re still skittish at the very miler Larry Hoff, and Sprinter Francisco club within the past
mention .of SC. after what hap- Ronnie Buck, too.
Bryan, who week. Emil Sitko of Notre Dame
pened to them Saturday. It ap- would ordinarily pull from 15 to signed a contract Thursday.
*
*
*
pears that they went down south
20 points, in the 100, 220, broad
San
Francisco,
Calif.
G ri if
s,
high jamp, mai
probably will not start Saturday coaches at two Northern Califorbecause of an aggravated leg in- nia universities got their first look
jury. The last four are just not at prospective 1950 football squads
yesterday as annual spring drills
up to their peaks.
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
Yep, to hear Stanford go on, opened.
Be convinced that you hare a good
Newly-appointed Dick Gallagher
might as well forfeit the
shoemaker in your naighborhood who they
meet right now; don’t have a of Santa Clara_ plans to confine
knows how to make and repair 4111
spring practice to 30 sessions.
chance. Don’t you believe it!
types of shoes._
Coach Joe Kuharich of the UniAu, WORK GUARANTEED
Gene, Menges, San Jose State versity of San Francisco giximed
quarterback, was the 1:’.a ei fic 60, varsity aspirants yesterday in
Our Excellent Craftsmanship
Coast’s top’ paUer in 1949 with 99 his spring turnout. 011ie Matson
Insures Satisfaction
completions
in 182 attempts, good was among the missing because of
Our Specialty Is Orthopedic
for 16 touchdowns, 1490 yards and track.
and Corrective Work
a completion average of ,544.

Sparta’s Speedy Co-Captain

SJSC to MeoCarclq,pC
On Stanford Oval Saturday

Si Golfers Play Host
To Potent Police Team
By JERRY THOMAS
Undefeated in match play thus
far this season, the San Jose State
golf team faces one of its toughest opponents of the year Friday
as it, meets an unbeaten San Francisco police squad at the Rinconada Country club.
The visitors are considered
one of the best pollee squads in
the nation. Last year the-rThiir
only one match, and that to the
Spartans.
Led by Ken Towns, present -National Public Links champ, the
police six present one of the lowest handicapped teams- in the
country. Playing behind Towns
in the No. 2 spot is Bill Betger.
He was runner-up in last year’s
NPI. San Francisco’s golfing cop,
Jim Molinari, third man on the
squad, is regarded as a tough opponent on the golf course. Not
only does an opponent have to
play the match but he also has to
play Molinari. That in itself is
one Mean task.
Another player of noted reputation is Bill McColl, finalist in last
year’s San Francisco City tourney.
Competing for Coach Walt
McPherson’s unbeaten team are
Warren MacCarty, Joe Zakarian, Jay Hopkins, Leo Foley,
either Ted Hecht or Cliff Chaney, and Ken Venturi. Since the
match Is not under NCAA jurisdiction, Venturi, a freshman, Is
eligible.
Positions on the Spartan team
are determined by "challenging
matches".
If a player ranking
number five decides to move up
the ladder he first must ’challenge
and beat the number four man on
the squad.

Curetop’s Nine
Sportsworld Laces Bulldo s
Compendium

SAN FERNANDO
SHOE SHOP

THE SHOP OF 1,000 BRANDS
pipes, tobacco, and
smoking accessories

cigars,

JO DORSA’S SMOKE SHOP
A

few of our imported pipes
Dunhills
Comoy’s Peterson’s
Sasieni’s & Kaywoodies
and imported novelty pipes.
Pipes from $1.00 up
Pipe and Lighter Repairing’

62 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
SINCE 1924-FOUNTAIN LUNCHEONETTE

Softball Notice
Intramural Sports Director
Bill Perry announced yesterday
that Friday, April 14, will he
the final day for signing up for
Intramural softball.
Perry was emphatic in declaring that there definitely will not
be any extension of the deadline
as has been the case in the past.
Interested persons are urged to
contact Perry before 2 o’clock
Friday.
Rosters can be picked up by
seeing Perry after the signup, and notice of meetings will
be announced shortly therafter.

Coach Tom Cureton’s frosh basebailers avenged their only: loss of
the season yesterday when they
banged out a 6-2 win over the San
Jose high Bulldogs. It was San
Jose State’s fifth win in six starts.
Pitcher Sam Sugamoto Was in
fine form as he handcuffed the
Bulldogs with three hits. Tom Daley garnered two of his team’s
eight hits, one of them a triple
with two men on.
Two well -executed double plays
aided Sugamoto in staying out of
trouble.

--Yearlings Swamp
Burlingame High
Winning all hut two events the
San Jose State freshman swimmers turned back the invading
Burlingame high school team 5914 in the Spartan pool yesterday.
The yearlings had a collection of
seven firsts, six seconds, and three
thirds.
High in point totals for San
Jose were Don Lee and Bob Freak.
each with 10 points for two blue
ribbons apiece. Lee triumphed in
the 100 and ’200-yard dashes while
Freak captured the
100-yard
breaststroke and the individual
medley relay.

WARREN MAC CARTY, finalist
In the 1950 N.C.I., and No. 1
man on the Spe,rtan team, will
lead &NC agailast the San
Francisco pollee Friday. Both
teams are undefeated.

Boxing Movies
Will Be Shown

Jape
Intl

Movies of the recent PCI -boxing tournament in Sacramento
will be shown on the college campus this seek. according to Publicity Director Danny Hill. Only ,
the films, involving San Jose fighterswill be shown, with the exception of shots of the four West
coast holders of national titles.’
ace l
First showing will be Thursday Jose
evening’ at 8 o’clock in room 112
on 0
in the Science buildiqg. The public is invited. Subsequent showings
whic
will be next Tuesday at 10:45 ant
The
-in the Morris Dailey auditorium
the
and ,Wednesday at 3:30 p.m., also
grea
in the auditorium. Students will
first
be chargeti a fee of 25 cents tia
pay for the cost of the film.
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SAN JOSE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
"THE OUTLAW"

"CORVETTE K-225"

COMPLETE GYM
Grey Gym Pants
Gym Shoes
Sweat Shirts
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AND
"RED STALLION

IN THE ROCKIES"

SUN.MON.
Joan Caulfield --

Holdem

"DEAR WIFE"
Linda Darnell
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Paul Douglas

"EVERYBODY DOES IT"

TWO-COLOR CARTOON
EVERY NIGHT!
13th and GISH ROAD

EQUIPMENT
Swim Caps
Comb. Locks
Boxing Equip.

TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG & REPAIRED

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
121 E. SAN FERNANDO
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Judo Tournament
Coming April 29

SACRAMENTO
SKETCHES
by,
134110abit

ft.
es

WON, wiss.

Spartan
Judo
coach
Yosh
Uchida had his men banging the
mats yesterday, in anticipation of
the second annual San Jose State
college Invitational tournament,
to be held in the Spartan gym
Saturday, April 29.
According to Coach Uchida, in-
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A:itations have been sent to judo
teams throughout the state, and
acceptances have already begun
to come in to the Police school
office.
The San Joseans will enter the
Invitational without the services
of Chris Fasciano, powerful brown
belter, who, when a novice,
dumped three black belt holders

7

in-sa San Francisco tournament.
Coach Uchida reports that Fasciano did not register at San Jose
State this quarter.

"Corn Is Green"
MAY 4.10
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Covering the. PCI boxing matches for the Spartan Daily was
guest artist Bob McFadden. Bob, who was formerly art editor and
production manager of I.yke, made on-the-spot ringside sketches
of the furious action during the three-day meet. This is the first
time that action drawings have been used by the Spartan Daily for
news coverage. Movies of the PCI tourney plus the NCAA will be
shown Thursday at 8 p.m., in thecience building, Boom 112. San
Jose State placed second in team scoring at Sacramento and fifth
in the nations held at Penn State.

ONS WIN 7-2
box:mit)
amPub>nly
ght:epVest
;day
112
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.
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Krikorian, Bulwa Score
Victories in Singles Play
By FRAN ERROTA
Despite Aria "Butch" Krikorian’s upset victory over USF singles
ace Conway "The Cat" Cation, Coach Ted Mumby’s improving San
Jose State college tennis squad dropped a 7-2 decision to the Dons
on the Spartan courts yesterday.
The final score ,does not give a true picture of yesterday’s battle,
which lasted four and half hours.
The game was much closer than
the score indicates, and produced
greatly improved tennis over the
first meeting of the two schools.
e Hilltoppers took the first
game 9-0.
Krikorian played his finest net
game of the season in beating
atton, a veteran from last sean’s NCAA titlists. The Spartan
star won the first set 8-6 in a duel
comparable to the hot weather
the two participants were playing
in.
A swift breeze Started blowing
when the second set began. and
Krikorian’s game cooled down enough for Cotton to take the second stanza 3-6. The local netter
started fast in the third period
and looked like an easy winner
when he took a commanding 5-2
lead.
made a remarkable
Catton
comeback to tie it up at 5-5, before Krikorian held his own service to take a 6-5 lead. Ki;korian
broke-Cattonis service in the fourteenth game to win the set and
match 8-6.
Chet Bulwa, playing second singles, contributed the second Spartan victory, defeating Frank Sample in straight sets, 6-2 and 6-4.
Bulwa was in -’command through-

out and displayed his best tennis
of the campaign.
Dave Parnay, playing third singles for the Golden Raiders, forced
Bill Green to three sets, finally
bowing to the steady playing Fris-’
can 2-6, 6-0, 6-3.
In other singles matches, Bob
Castle lost to the
Dons’ Stan
Smith, 6-4, 6-3; Don Gale, playing improved tennis, olst to Jack
"not the pro" Kramer by scores
of 7-5 and 11-9, and in sixth singles, the Dons’ Wally Vickery
dumped Spartan Dick Russo 6-1
and 6-3.
USF’s doubles teams all triumphed, but The-- first doubles
match, involving Bulwa and Krikorian of the locals, and Catton
and Sample of the Dons, was close
from start to finish. The Don duo
prevailed in three hard fought
sets, 6-3, 4-6, 10-8.
In second doubles play,. Washington Square representatives Parnay and Gale lost to Smith and
Green 9-7-, 6-3, and- Russo and
Castle lost in three stanzas to a
Frisco duo of Vickery and Kramer in third doubles, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1.
Walt Williams, San Jose State
baseball coach, is a low handicap
golfer and has three holes-in -one
to his credit.

LARGEST & BEST - -
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11111.11) MORRIS
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n Just ONE MINUTE... you can prove
to yourself PHILIP MplIFIS is definitely less
irritatingtherefore more enjoyablethan the
brand you’re now smoking!

16

A

... light up a
PHILIP MORRIS
THEN, just take a puff DON’T
INHALEand s-i-o-w-l-y let the

smoke come through your
nose. Easy, isn’t it?

2..

light up your
present brand

Do exactly the same thing
DON’T INHALE. Notice that bite,

that sting? Quite a difference
from PHILIP MORRIS!

Thousands and thousands of smokerswho tried this testreport
in signed statements that PHI LIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating,
definitely milder than their own brand.
See for yourself what a difference it makes, what a pleasure it is,
to smoke America’s FINEST Cigarette. Try PHILIP MORRIS today!
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UNDERWOOD RENTAL STOCK
IN SAN JOSE
Special Rates to Students

Roberts Typewriter Co.
156 WEST SAN FERNANDO
--:EASY PARKING

CY 2-4842
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Library Adds to Stack§
More Than 230 Books
Two books by American humorists"Chips Off the Old Benchley" by Robert Benchley. and "How to Attract the Wombat" by
Will Cuppyare among the more than 230 volumes added recently
to the Library stacks, Miss Joyce Backus, librarian, announced recently.
Other books received embrace a wide variety of subjects
including Latin America,*psychology, art, music; biography and
meteorology.
South American countries are
the subject of "Latin American
Politics and Government," Aus"South
MacDonald;
F.
tin
America," Edward W. Shanahan; "Southern Empire: Brazil," Berate L. Harding; "Inter American Judicial Yearbook for
1948," Pan American Union;
"The Brasillans, People of Tomorrossenane Tavares de
RM.. ’Psychology and philosophy are
treated in "Introduction to the
Rorschach Methods," Samuel
Beck; "Sex, Symbolism and Psychology in Literature," Roy P.
Basler; "Life of Reasdn, Hobbes,
Locke, Bolingbroke," D. G. James.
Artists and artistle--triedia-a
with
in
"Painting
discussed
Light," John Alton; "Pierro della
Francesca Frescoes," Pietro di
Benedetto dei Franceschi; "Literary Origins of Surrealism," Anna
Art
"Florintine
E.
Balakian;
Under Fire," Frederich Hartt;
"Illuminated Manuscripts," John
’A. Herbert; "Art in America from
Colonial Times to the Present
Day," Suzanne LaFollette.
Other .art booka-are "Fun with

Prof Attends
School Meet

a Pencil," Andrew Loomis; "Indian and Tibetan Sculpture,"
Musie G. Paris; "The Language of
Drawing and Painting," Arthur
Pope; "Drawings in the Collection
of His Majest’ir the King at Windsor Castle," John Pope-Hennessy;
"Masterworks of Egyptian Art,"
Hermann ,Ranke; "Archaic Greek
Art," Gisela Richter.
’
Books dealing with music Include "Curiosities of Music,"
Louis Elson; "Endyclopedia of.
Music for Pictures,’’ Erne Hapee; "Russian Vomposers and
Musicians," Vodisrsky-Shirseff;
"Sonata, Violin and Piano
Score," Bela Bartok; "Peter
Libretto,"Benjamin
Grimes,
Britten.
-a- blOgfaphical tir-autobiO:
graphical nature are "Letters,"
Hans Christian Anderson; "Sun,
Stand Thou Still, the Life and
Works of Copernicus," Angus
Armitage; "Pavlov, a Biography,"
Boris P. Babkin; "New Ballet,
Kurt Jooss and his Work," A. V.
Coton; "The Journal of David
Garrick," David Garrick; "The
Schumanns and Johannes
Brahtns," Eugene Schumann;"New
Shelley Letters," Peres; Bysshe
Shelley’ "John C. Calhoun:" Herman E. Hoist; "Diaries of Frank
Kafka," Franz Kafka; "Trial and
Error,
the
Autobiography
of
Chaim Weizmann," Chairm Weizmann.
.
Meteorology and weather elements are the topics of "Meteorology, Theoretical and Applied,"
Edgar W. Hewson; "Illustrated
_Outline of Weather Science," C.
W. Barber; "Climatology," Bernard Haurwit z; "Meteorology
Workbook with Problems," Peter
E. Kraght.

- or-

Mrs. Grace Rowe, associate professor of education, attended the
Elementary School Principal and
District Superintendent of Schools
conference in Hollywood last
week.
The general purpose of the conference was the improvement of
instruction in elementtcry schools.
Speakers
included
outstanding Lo
educators from all over the United
States. Topics covered all fields of
education.
Mrs. Rowe has been attending
the annual conference for the post
15 years. There were over 1500
Dr. Benjamin F. Naylor, assoeducators present from all parts ciate professor of chemistry, will
of California.
preside over the April meeting of
the Santa Clara valley sub-section
of the American Chemical society
next Monday at 8 p.m. The meeting, to be held at the Adobe
lodge on the campus of the University of Santa Clara, will follow a 6:30 o’clock dinner at a
Santa Clara restaurant.
Dr. Irving Abrams, laboratory
Positions for teachers at a 1
grade levels of junior high and director of a chemical firm in
high school and in recreation are Redwood City, will be the speaker.
available in the Panama Canal His topic will be "General PrinciZone. No credential is required. ples and Uses of Ion Exchange
Call at the Placement office for Resins". Dr. Abrams is a native
of St. Paul, Minn., and a gradfurther information..
Secondary teachers interested uate of the University of Minnein teaching in Hawaii should-con- sota, where he received his doe(orate-in 1942.
ta ct he Mademen t office,
.Counseling positions in Boy
Scout summer camps are available. Information is posted on the
Placement office bulletin board.
Sore arms and churning stomA graduate student, biological achs among the college’s R.O.T.C.
science major, is desired as labora- cadets have come about as a retory technician in the South.
of typhoid, tetanus, and
smallpox shots. Cadets planning
"Wirt Sat’ FOR ALL visitOlts To
to attend anima tamp have been
required to take "shots" at the
Moffett Field infirmary,
FFAX0111 14ISTORK
case.
01CISAIDA .WOliel INS SUN $WANS Alt YAK KTAII
Transportation is furnished by
Illbsede Javier awrd re( frimedr. auk Rased
the college . Each Friday afterMTS. (KM Sum.
ALOOKNATO ASO
VUOT ITAKTOT
USAKKAST’ ItA040 SAOW MUTH TAKAKO HALM TAATOUS
noon for three weeks cadets will
KOK ST" 14" STAII 5000. ...WOLK KftuATO SL/ATA, mot
SLAWS COCKTAILS TAWS Mil COW*. SOUvtAll 004040
visit the "needle works" at MofRamo.4 Pleasanton 4, Calif. fett Field for immunization shots.

ca ACS G roup
To Hold Meeting

Placement
Bulletin

Cadets Get Shot

-CALIF01101.1A
eude .44.344i

THE WHOLE CAMPUS IS BUZZING
Yes
Ai
campus males and Femmes Cr.
spreading the word about the swell haircuts
Tom, Dick and Harry are sporting Drop in at
our shop and get your nest haircut from xperienced. Union barbers who will cut it the
way you want it done! Also first -clan shine
na porter service!

COMMERCIAL BLDG. BARBER SHOP
26 N. lit 3

Doors North of Roos Bros.

Announcements

I iciiiicorn ivames

Entomology Club: Meet in Room
S-216 at 12:30 o’clock tomorrow
for a discussion and planning of
an overnight trip.
Hiliel Club:,,A special executive
board meeting will be held in
Room B-2 tomorrow afternoon at
4:30 o’clock. La Torre pictures
will be taken Thursday at 4:30
p.m.
Freshman B Y’s: Will join Student Y for a party tonight at 7
()clock in the Student Union,
General Announcement: Bill
Goodall, Western representative
for American youth hostel organizations, will speak at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Women’s gym classroom. Topic: "Local and European Trips."
WAA: Anyone interested In the
Bowling club please meet In the
,Women’s gym this afternoon at
2:30 o’clock to sign up.
Bibliophiles ’(library majors and
_miners): First meeting of the
quaftfr- in- -Room-- L22L4,30
p.m. today. Elections will be held.
WAA Softball: Practice Meeting
on field at Ninth and San -Fernando streets at 4 o’clock this
afternoon.
Fresh Class Council: All fresh:.
men -11TvIrecT 1O’tfTfirst meeting
of the ciorter this afternoon at
3:30 o’clock in Room 39.
Alpha ’Gamma: First meeting
and pledging of new members at
7:30 o’clock this (keening in Room
A-1.
Sophomore Council: All sophomores interested in joining the
soph-douncil may meet at 3:30
p.m. in the Student Union today.
Alpha Delta Sigma: Roger Condon will speak on the "Commercial Artist and Advertiser" at
7:30 o’clock this evening at the
Spartan Daily_ office.
Tau Delta lid:- 17:30 -o’clozjc
meet Friday in the tower to plan
for initiation.
Pi Omega Pl: 7:30 o’clock meeting tommorrow evening in Apt.
one at 444 N. First street.
* Spartan Revelries: Ticketa for
"Low Button Shoes" now on sale
in the business office. Students60 cents; general admission-90
cents.
Fresh
Class
Council:
3:30
o’clock meeting today in Room 39.
Sleits Club (rock climbing section): All interested students are
invited to meet at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at the YMCA.
Vertebrate N a tn r a 1 History
Club: Important meeting today in
Room S-226.
Sojourners ’Club: 7:30 o’clock
meeting tonight in Room 139.
Speech Department: All speech
clearance appointments report to
B-24 rather than 157 as stated
previously.
AWS: Meet in Room 24 today
at 4:30 p.m.
Student In All students are invited to attend the Student Y
Shipwreck party tonight .in the
Student Union. Dress is "Come
as you are." Party starts at 7
o’clock.
General Announcement: Occupational Therapy in Army hospital will be the theme of Capt.

Teaehers-Ieeded
In Grade Schools
America’s colleges will have to
train four times as many grade
school teachers as were trained
last year to meet the peak need
for new teachers in 1953-54, when
a tremendously increased flock f
children Will crowd the schools.
This conclusion is contained in
a 90-page bulletin, "Employment
Outlook for Elementary and Secorders. School Teachers," recently
released by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U. S. Department of
Labor. The bulletin is available
for 35 cents from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington
25, DC.
The California State Department of Education, in reporting
on the publication says, "The picture for high school teachers is
qttite different. Nearly every state
now has an oversupply at this
level except in special subject
fields such as home economics,
commercial work, and industrial
arts. In 1949, four high school
teachers were trained for every
one who was needed."

SD Staff Members

Spartan Daily Editor Bob Skill- ISpinola, Homer Slater and Ross
learn recently announced the new Massey.
Sports editor is Dan Hruby, aseditors and staff members of the sisted by Doug Prest age, Jerry
Spartan Daily for Spring quarter. Thomas, Elmer Rodrigues, Ross’
In making the announcement, Massey and Fran Errata Florence Ross, who recently Skillicorn said that reporters and
completed her internship on , a staff members are given new
paper in Los Gatos, is the new
beats and assignments by the society editor and to help write
Journalism faculty every quarter stories about the traditional box
to give students as broad an ex- of chocolates will be Jeanne
Thomas, Charleen Little, Marion
perience as possible ,luring colSummers and Bev Lymburner.
lege training. The department exThe make-up editors who laypressed the hope that the college out the pages of the paper will
faculty, and administrative per- be Marion Summers, Bruce Brotzsonnel will understand this pro- man Sam Goldman, Fred Burbank, Charleen Little; Donnie
cedure and be cooperative.
The editor-in-chief for the sun-. Nunes.
News editor is Jack Russell,
shine quarter will .be Bob Skillicorn, who
rved as copy-desk who is in charge of all general
chief last l,iarter. He is the first news reporters, who cover the
non-veteran to -serve .as editor of assigned-beats.around-thsx-campus.:
the Spartan Daily in several These reporters include John
Angius, Bruce Brotzman, Fred
years.
Wally Wenzel is editorial editor Burbank; Fermo Cambianica, Bill
and the feature-exchange editor Chambers, Edward Conkle, Baris Helen Davis, Both served their bara Deemy, John Dremel, Bill
-newspaper-internships last- quiff: Eplºr,-S-a-m Goldman and-Airt
Grossi.
ter.
Illustrations for the Daily are
Moises DeGuzman, Roy Hurlunder the supervision of photo bert, Charleen (Attie, Al Long,
editor Bev Lymburner who served Ron Marcus, Tom Murphine, DonOn the copy-desk during the Win- nie Nunes, La- Verne Potts, Ed
ter quarter.
Roper, Thad Spinola, Homer SlatBill Raver, who has been work- er, Marion Summers and Jeanne
ing for several quarters on a Thomas.
newspaper in Oregon has returned
to campus and is wire-editor.
Copy -desk chief is Herb Blatt,
who served his internship on the
"Spectre of the Rose", the first
paper in San Carlos. Assisting
in a series of unusual movies to
him at the copy-desk are Ron
be sponsored by the San Jose
Marcus, Bruce Brotzman, ’Sam
Slayers, will be shown tomorrow
Goldmalt, Fred Burbank_ Thad
at 8:15- p.m.
Season books will be on sale
Kathryn Maurice, Women’s medi- today and tomorrow in Room 57,
cal specialist corps, when she Speech office, from 12:36 to 3:30
speaks at the Occupational Ther- p.m. The books sell for $1.50.
apy club this evening at 7:30
Single admission ticictts will be .
o’clock.
sold at the door for 30 cents.
Newman Club: "Open house"
tonight at Newman hall. Minis"Corn
shr is free; dancing, entertainMAY 4 - 10
ment, refreshments.

Season Tickets

.

1

Is Green/.

Classified Advertising

II

$70 a month, one year lease.
FOR RENT
Brand new, close to campus. 44 S.
with
College woman: Room
Seventh street. Apply at apartkitchen privileges in Los Gatos ment one.
near bus.station. Phone Los Gatos
875M between 6 and 7 p.m.
’FOR SALE
Room for two or ’three, share
4
x
S Annir Speed
kitchen and’ bath with young
,sredloh,.cihparG
flash gun, range finder,
couple . 162 S. Ninth street, S. J..
focus spot, case, some film, lens
Would
rent:
Furnished house for
shade and ring, etc. Very reasonprefer three boys who will stay able. Excellent condition.. W. S.
Access to tennis Trapp, 156 Airport Village, eveall summer.
court. Call CY 4-5586 for apart- nings 7:30 to 9:30.
ment after 4 p.m.
Woman’s English bicycle, handLovely, large housekeeping
brakes, 3-speed gears, six months
room close to college, private bath
old. Call CY 3-4221.
and private entrance for two students. Phone CY 5-7904. See at
448 N. Second street.
Wanted: Girl to share three+
room apartment. 287 S. Ninth
255 S. 2nd
street. Contact Barbara Childs.
-for -two -dadaist- men. ---4cu-edunch-time treat, stop
Twin beds, all linen included,
in today. We feature quick
bath, shower, heated. $20 a month
service in a pleasant atmosTelephone CY 5-4627. J. F. Lola,
633 S. Fifth street.
phere.

KEN S PINE INN

Men: Large, comfortable room,
single or double. 406 S. 11th
street.
For

men

students:

Kitchen,

shower, study rooms. Linens prien
undry privileges.
$6 a week. Mrs. Moore, 458 N.
Fourth street.
Board for girls, two meals, five
days weekly, very reasonable, near
campus. Call CY 4-9863.
Two room furnished apartment,

neiel

"2 SHORT BLOCKS FROM STATE"

TWO NEW SERVICES:

. Bachelors Laundry ! I 2. "Retex"
Shirts in at 9:00
out at 6:00.

olden Wejt

Pressing Lasts Longed
Mothproofed!

Dry Cleaners

EIGHT
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
CYpross 2-1062
25-29 C. Third Street Main Plant
24th & Santa Clara
276 E. William
231 Willow
1199 Franklin. Santa Clare
1335 Lincoln, Willow 6141
1740 Part Ave.

